We study possible links between quantum gravity phenomenology encoding Lorentz violations as nonlinear dispersions, the EinsteinFinsler gravity models, EFG, and nonholonomic (non-integrable) deformations to Hořava-Lifshitz, HL, and/or Einstein's general relativity, GR, theories. EFG and its scaling anisotropic versions formulated as Hořava-Finsler models, HF, are constructed as covariant metric compatible theories on (co) tangent bundle to Lorentz manifolds and respective anisotropic deformations. Such theories are integrable in general form and can be quantized following standard methods of deformation quantization, A-brane formalism and/or (perturbatively) as a nonholonomic gauge like model with bi-connection structure. There are natural warping/trapping mechanisms, defined by the maximal velocity of light and locally anisotropic gravitational interactions in a (pseudo) Finsler bulk spacetime, to four dimensional (pseudo) Riemannian spacetimes. In this approach, the HL theory and scenarios of recovering GR at large distances are generated by imposing nonholonomic constraints on the dynamics of HF, or EFG, fields.
Introduction
There is a considerable recent interest in two directions of classical and quantum gravity and possible implications in cosmology and astrophysics:
The first one is related to gravity models with anisotropic scaling between space and time at short distances which is usually referred to as the Hořava-Lifshitz, HL, theory [1, 2, 3] . Such theories with generic anisotropy are usually non-relativistic and ultra-violet complete; the local Lorentz invariance is violated/brocken (LV) at short distances but constructed to reduce to the general relativity (GR) theory in the infrared limit. 1 One of the main features of this class of theories is that they can be elaborated in a "powercounting" renormalizable form (unlike Einstein gravity) at least if the so called detailed balance condition is respected. This can be understood, for instance, as a result of stochastic quantization in relation to topological massive gravity [4, 5] . The second direction consists from a series of models related to quantum gravity (QG) phenomenology also including LV effects and general relativistic and non-relativistic constructions with extra dimensions, generalized symmetries, and compactification or trapping scenarios etc (see, for instance, reviews [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] ).
The above mentioned classes of gravitational theories are characterized, in general, by LV and respective modified dispersion relations (MDR), local and/or global anisotropies, nonhomogeneous and, for certain models, they are defined by nonholonomic (non-integrable) constraints on the dynamics of gravitational and matter fields. For instance, the implications of violations of Poincaré symmetry for kinematic conditions and MDR at the "threshold" for some particle-creation interactions in HL-type theories are studied in [16] . One of the most important aspects to be understood is the way when such theories can be constructed in a general geometric form and to analyze possible applications.
During last decade, there have been published some series of works relating quantum phenomenology and, for instance, anisotropy and dark energy/matter problems to Finsler gravity models with LV, MDR and locally anisotropic spacetime configurations, see explicit constructions and references in [17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] . There is a study of possible links between anisotropic-scaling scenarios and Finsler spacetimes [32] . A surprising conclusion which can be drawn from such approaches is that we have to include certain Finsler type physical objects into various schemes of quantization of gravity and apply corresponding geometric methods in order to elaborate in a self-consistent form relativistic and nonrelativistic models of QG.
There were proposed different ideas and elaborated explicit theoretical constructions related to Finsler geometry, generalizations and applications in modern physics (for particle and mathematical physics researches, we cite Refs. [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] 2 ). For instance, Finsler gravity models can be derived in low energy limits from string gravity theories [39, 40] and brane gravity [41, 42, 35] and induced by noncommutative generalizations of Einstein gravity [43, 44, 45] . Various classes of commutative and noncommutative Finsler type geometries and gravity theories are induced via nonholonomically constrained Ricci flows of (pseudo) Riemannian metrics [46, 47, 48, 49] . Finsler variables can be introduced in GR and extra dimension generalizations which allows us to formulate geometric methods of constructing exact (and vary general classes of) solutions in different gravity theories [50, 51, 52, 36, 44] . Re-writing the Einstein equations in the so-called almost Kähler -Finsler variables, it was possible to apply rigorous methods of deformation and A-brane quantization and nonholonomic gauge methods in order to elaborate quantum models of Einstein gravity and Lagrange-Finsler-Hamilton generalizations [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] .
It is our purpose to elaborate a modification of HL and GR theories which will include MDR defined, in general, for tangent bundles to Einstein spacetimes and nonholonomic/ anisotropic modifications. Naturally such constructions can be performed in the framework of Finsler geometry and generalizations. We consider such an approach to be motivated because any type of nonlinear dispersion relations are canonically related to a Finsler generation function (usual constructions in special and general relativity theories are contained as particular (quadratic) cases). In this sense, QG models of HL and/or other types should be more realistically elaborated in terms of (pseudo) Finsler fundamental geometric objects; this seems to give a more realistic quantum theory the existing quantum versions of (pseudo) Riemannian geometry.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide a brief summary of HL and GR theories and consider possible MDR for scaling anisotropies. We show that certain class of fundamental Finsler functions can be derived from HL theory and various types of QG models with MDR. We formulate the HF gravity as a theory generalizing HL models on Finsler spaces in section 3. Trapping mechanism for Finsler branes resulting in HL gravity (and for corresponding nonholonomic constraints, in GR theory) are studied in section 4. Finally, conclusions are provided in section 5. In Appendix, we summarize some technical details on diagonal solutions in HF gravity.
Finsler Geometry Induced by MDR in HL Gravity
The goal of this section is to show how fundamental Finsler geometric objects are induced from some general MDR and, in particular, for HL gravity: We outline in brief the HL gravity theory, analyze possible MDR and show how the fundamental Finsler generating function can be associated to such anisotropic configurations and nonlinear dispersions.
Preliminaries on the HL and GR theories
In standard form, the dynamical variables of HL gravity are the lapse function, N, the shift function, N i , and the spacelike metric, g i j , in terms of which the metric is written as the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner, ADM, (1+3) splitting,
The above metric g ij = (N 2 , g i j ) (we shall write in brief, hg = (N 2 , g)) is supposed to be invariant under the foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms of the HL theory, t ′ = t ′ (t) and
The theory is invariant under the anisotropic scaling symmetry
(to elaborate a power-counting renormalizable theory of gravity in four dimensions, 4-d, is considered z = 3). The projectability condition requires a homogeneous lapse function N = N (t) but admits general shift and 3-d metric, i.e.
We have to elaborate a new system of notations which will be compatible with 3+1 splitting for ADM formalism and 4+4, or 2+2/3+2 / 4+3 nonholonomic splitting used in Finsler geometry, see details in [33] . 4 It is possible to consider a general nonhomogeneous lapse function but this may result in problems when attempting to quantize the model, see [2, 59] .
The action for HL gravity is postulated as a sum of "kinetic", K S, and "potential" part, V S,
where
for some constants κ, µ, ̟, Λ and a dynamical constant λ running as the energy scale changes. The general covariance in GR imposes the condition λ = 1. It is known that the important variation-interval of λ is between 1/3 (the ultra-violet, UV, limit) and 1 (the infra-red, IR, limit). In the above formulas,
is the extrinsic curvature with K = g i j K i j ; the Cotton tensor is defined
where such geometric objects are constructed for the Levi-Civita connection ∇ k and R determined by the 3-d spacial metric g i j , for δ j l being the Kronecker symbol and | g| computed as the determinant of 3-d metric. In this work, we shall consider a simple form of theory with field equations derived from (3) (for instance, we can also consider the "detailed balance" condition which reduces the number of terms in the potential). 5 In the infrared limit of (3) we can obtain the ADM form of the EinsteinHilbert action if the speed of light, c, gravitational constant, G, and cosmological constant, GR Λ, (all in GR) are defined, respectively,
There is also a coefficient before the R 2 term, κ 2 µ 2 = 8(1 − 3λ)c 3 /16πGΛ. The GR theory can be considered as a "homogeneous" and locally isotropic version of HL gravity.
MDR in HL gravity
A stability analysis of HL gravity is performed, for instance, in Ref. [62] . The conclusion of that work is that the HL gravity in original form suffers from instabilities and fine-tuning which cannot be overcome by simple tricks such an analytic continuation, see also [12, 13] . We propose that the HL theory should be extended on tangent/cotangent bundle (with velocity type coordinates) in order to include MDR which will put the problem of stability of gravitational field equations with nonholonomic constraints in a different form.
Let us outline some typical dispersion relations 6 in HL gravity. Under the so-called "detailed balance" conditions, there are possible the following variants (with Fourier transforms of type ψ(t,
• For scalar perturbations and considering a low-p behavior, we acquire
Such a MDR induces instabilities at the IR for all values of λ and both sings of Λ.
• For high-p, the dispersion relation is
• Similar computations can be performed for tensor perturbations,
A perturbative analysis can be extended beyond detailed balance. Such extended relations can be written (using an additional parameter for the corresponding contribution to the action):
• For the UV-behavior of scalar perturbations,
• Finally, we present the formula for tensor perturbations:
We conclude that HL theory with Minkovski background is characterized by corresponding MDR ω(p i , κ, µ, Λ, ̟, c, λ, η) depending nonlinearly on momentum variables and with critical behavior (up to instabilities, branching of dispersion relation etc) determined by the values of the fundamental constants of the theory. The formulas for nonlinear dispersions presented in this sections are typical ones which can be derived in various models of HL gravity or alternative theories (in different approaches, one can be considered only "even powers" of momenta, parametric deformations etc).
Fundamental Finsler functions and the HL theory
In a more general context, we can perform an analysis of propagation of light rays in HL and various classes of gravity theories with LV, see details, for instance, in Refs. [24, 34, 35] . For light rays propagating on HL spacetime, the nonlinear dispersion relation 7 between the frequency ω and the wave vector k i , can be written in a general abstract form
Depending on explicit parametrizations, with k i → p i ∼ y a , we can include the above dispersion formulas for scalar and tensor perturbations, or for light propagation, into a formal expression of type (5) . Such MDR can be derived from very general arguments for a large class quantum and classical, commutative and noncommutative, gravity and particle field theories with LV, see [6, 7, 8, 63, 64, 65, 9, 10, 16] (the coefficients q i 1 i 2 ... i 2r are computed in explicit form for corresponding models). 7 we can consider such a relation in a fixed point
In a series of works [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 34, 35] , there were analyzed various possibilities when MDR (5), or certain particular forms 8 , can be naturally associated to nonlinear homogeneous quadratic elements (with F (x i , βy j ) = βF (x i , y j ), for any β > 0), when
Such nonlinear metric elements are usually considered in Finsler geometry. A value F is considered to be a fundamental (generating) Finsler function usually satisfying the condition that the Hessian
is not degenerate. For q i 1 i 2 ... i 2r → 0 and a corresponding re-definition of frames and coordinates, we can generate elements of type (1) for GR. The HL theory is with generic anisotropy and LV characterized by dispersion relations ω(p i , κ, µ, Λ, ̟, c, λ, η) considered in section 2.2. Our idea is to extend the Hořava constructions in a (pseudo) Finsler form on tangent bundles to Lorentz modified manifolds which will include nonlinear dispersion relations and parametric dependence of solutions with various stable and nonstable nonlinear properties. Such Finsler structures are determined naturally from perturbative properties and light/probing bodies propagations in HL gravity. A Finsler generalization of HL gravity can be constructed in metric compatible form following principles very similar to the Einstein and EinsteinFinsler gravity (EFG) [34, 35, 33] , for metric compatible Finsler connections. The gravitational field equations for such a theory can be integrated in general form following methods [50, 51, 52] (with parametric dependence of solutions which allows us to consider stable and non-stable configurations). It is also possible to quantize certain classes of Hořava-Finsler (HF) gravity models following methods of deformation quantization, A-brane formalism, gauge like methods etc, see [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] .
Hořava-Finsler Gravity
In this section, we provide a Finsler generalization of the HL theory (called the Hořava-Finsler, in brief, HF) which will include as some "branch" configurations respective MDR on tangent bundle T V, where V is a (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime in GR or its anisotropic modifications defined by a HL action (3).
Fundamental geometric objects for HF gravity
We shall label local coordinates on T V in the form u α = (x i , y a ) (in brief u = (x, y)), where x i are local coordinates on V and y a are fiber (velocity, or momentum type) coordinates. Indices α, β, ... will run values 1, 2, ..., 8.
Contrary to the case of (pseudo) Riemannian geometry (which is completely determined by its metric tensor), a fundamental Finsler metric (equivalently, generating function) F 2 (6) and/or its Hessian F g ij (7) do not define completely a geometric/physical model on T V. We need certain additional assumptions in order to construct in a unique form a triple of fundamental geometric objects (a nonlinear connection, N-connection, structure, a metric structure on the total space and a linear connection which is adapted to a chosen N-connection structure, called a distinguished connection, in brief, a d-connection; in a canonical approach all such objects are induced in a unique way by fundamental Finsler function F ), which are necessary for definition of a physical generalized spacetime/gravitational model using principles of Einstein-Finsler gravity (EFG) [34, 33] .
N-connections induced by MDR and associated Finsler generating functions
A N-connection N is defined as a Whitney sum
With respect to a local coordinate base, it is determined by its coefficients
There is a class of associated to 9 Following our notation conventions [33, 36] , we use boldface symbols for spaces and geometric object on spaces endowed with N-connection structure. Because there are standard denotations using symbol N both in ADM model of gravity and in Finsler geometry, we have to use (N, N i ) for lapse and shifting functions and N a i for the N-connection coefficients.
N-connection local bases, e ν = (e i , e a ), and cobases, e µ = (e i , e a ), when
∂ ∂y a and e a = ∂ ∂y a ,
Such a structure is, in general, nonholonomic (equivalently, anholonomic/ non-integrable) because, for instance, (9) satisfy nontrivial nonholonomy relations of type [e α , e β ] = e α e β − e β e α = W γ αβ e γ ,
with (antisymmetric) nontrivial anholonomy coefficients
It should be emphasized here that there is a N-connection structure N = c N which is canonically defined by F. 10 Under general (co) frame/coordinate transform, e α → e α ′ = e α ′ α e α and/or
∂y a ′ is given locally by a set of coefficients {N a j } (we shall omit priming, underlying etc of indices if that will not result in ambiguities). 11
Finsler metric structure on total tangent bundle
We can use the so-called Sasaki lift in order to construct on T V a metric structure completely determined by a fundamental Finsler function F (x, y),
10 Considering L = F 2 as a regular Lagrangian (i.e. with nondegenerate F gij (7)) we can define the action integral
for x(τ ) parametrizing smooth curves on V with τ ∈ [0, 1]. We can prove [38] that the Euler-Lagrange equations for S(τ ),
, are equivalent to the "nonlinear geodesic" (equivalently, semi-spray) equations
We can use any convenient (for constructing exact solutions of field equations, or geometric considerations) equivalent sets N ={N a j }, which under corresponding frame/coordinate transform can be parametrized in a form
Here, we also emphasize that we can define conventionally a N-connection structure on any manifold (not only on tangent/vector bundles) by prescribing a fibered structure with conventional horizontal (h) and vertical (v) splitting, for instance, a nonholonomic 2+2 splitting in GR as we considered in [50, 52] .
where for canonical constructions F N = c N. In the above formula we consider a length constant * l P which can be just the Planck length l P in models of QG for the GR but it can be a different one for brane models. We have to consider such a value before the v-part of metric (12) in order to have the same dimensions for the h-and v-components of metric when coordinates have the dimensions [x i ] = cm and [y i ∼ dx i /ds] = cm/cm. In our further considerations, we shall include such a constant into h-coefficients of metrics if that will not result in ambiguities.
Under general frame transforms e α ′ = e α ′ α e α , the above Finsler metric can be represented in a general 4+4 form
= g ij (x, y) e i ⊗ e j + (
for arbitrary N a j ′ (we put the left label H in order to emphasize that such a metric is induces by MDR and nonholonomic deformations from HL gravity). With respect to a coordinate co-basis du β = (dx j , dy b ), when ∂ α = ∂/∂u α = (∂ i = ∂/∂x i , ∂ a = ∂/∂y a ), both metrics can be transformed equivalently into
The values N a i (u) should be not identified to certain gauge fields in a KaluzaKlein theory on tangent bundle with the potentials depending on velocities if we do not consider compactifications on coordinates y a . In Finsler like theories, a set {N a i } defines a N-connection structure, with elongated partial derivatives (13) .
We can invert the constructions for arbitrary (15) and/or (14) and introduce Finsler variables and define metric (12) by prescribing an arbitrary generating function F on a manifold or bundle space.
The canonical distinguished Finsler connection
In order to perform self-consistent geometric constructions with h-and v-splitting, it was introduced the concept of distinguished connection (in brief, d-connection). A d-connection D = (hD,vD) is defined as a linear one preserving under parallelism the N-connection structure on V. 
jc , C a bc ) defining certain covariant, respectively, h-and v-derivatives. The simplest way to perform computations with a d-connection D is to associate it with a N-adapted differential 1-form
and apply on T V the well known formalism of differential forms as in GR.
For instance, the torsion of D is defined/computed
With respect to a N-adapted basis, this torsion is stated by
where the nontrivial coefficients are
There is a canonical d-connection 12 
bc )}, which is uniquely and completely defined by the coefficients of metric g (14) (equivalently, (15) and/or (12)) following the metric compatibility conditions that Dg = 0 and the "pure" horizontal and vertical torsion coefficients are zero, i. e. T i jk = 0 and T a bc = 0,
Such a d-connection contains nontrivial torsion components T i ja , T a ji , T c aj , i.e., in general, H T = 0. It is very different from various types of torsions in Einstein-Cartan, gauge, string and other type gravity theories (for which additional field equations are defined) because its N-adapted components are completely by the metric structure, which in its turn (in our model) is related to MDR in HL gravity -we do not need additional field equations for this type of torsions induced nonholonomically via the N-connection structure. 13 Via nonholonomic transforms, we can transform H D into the Cartan d-connection H D in Finsler geometry which is also metric compatible and completely defined by the same metric structure. On spaces of even dimensions such connections contain the same physical information if a Finsler generating function F on spacetime manifold. The metric compatibility play a crucial role in defining Finsler generalizations of gravity in an "almost standard form" following principles which are similar to those in GR (it is a more sophisticate task to elaborate viable physical models using metric noncompatible connections, for instance, the so-called Chern connection for Finsler geometry, see critical remarks and details in Refs. [37, 34, 33] ).
Nonholonomic deformations relating HF and HL metrics
The Horava-Finsler (HF) gravity theory is a (pseudo) Finsler geometry model induced canonically on T V by a Finsler generating function F associated to MDE relations in "standard" 14 HL gravity. Such a theory is determined by the data [F :
, where (up to frame transforms)
HL g ij (x), 13 Any geometric/physical construction for D can be re-defined equivalently into a similar one with the Levi-Civita connection following formula
where the distortion tensor Z γ αβ is given by nontrivial coefficients
. 14 the word standard is an approximation because up till present there are different versions of HL with, or not, detailed balance conditions, generalized forms etc for HL g ij (x) being a solution of gravitational field equations in HL gravity on V, derived from action (3) . The values e i ′ i (x, y) and h bc (x, y) have to be defined from certain solutions of gravitational field equations in HF gravity, see next section 3.2.
If the conditions (4) are imposed in HF gravity, we can state such limits that the model defines an Einstein-Finsler gravity theory (EFG) [34] . This class of metric compatible Finsler gravity theories on T V is defined by data [F :
, for E g ij (x) being a solution of the Einstein equations in GR. Via nonholonomic frame transforms, the theory can be equivalently described in standard variables of GR with [g, g ∇] .
In explicit form, we have to elaborate a natural trapping/warped mechanisms defined by explicit solutions of (Finsler type) gravitational field equations which in classical limits for * l P → 0, when HF / EFG → HL, or GR, determining QG corrections to gravitational and matter field interactions at different scales depending on the class of considered models and solutions, see below section 4.
Field equations in canonical Hořava-Finsler gravity
A canonical (pseudo) Finsler structure on T V determined by MDR in HL gravity contains already all anisotropic properties which are contained in metrics (1) with scaling properties (2) included in the h-part of corresponding N-adapted metric (14) and/or (12) . We elaborate a Hořava-Finsler gravity theory not just lifting formally the geometric objects and action (3) on T V (geometrically such a procedure can be defined in a canonical way). There are not experimental data about matter fields and their energy-momentums on tangent/vector bundles. A "simple" approach is to develop a Finsler brane gravity model with general assumptions on matter field in the bulk and warping/trapping of matter on a 4-d base spacetime (see details in Refs. [35] and, for some yearly off-diagonal constructions with N-connection structure for generalized Rundall-Sundrum scenarios, [41, 42] , and references therein). A well-defined trapping mechanism with effective (in general, anisotropically polarized) cosmological constant and maximal speed of light (as solutions for the bulk HF gravity) allows us to simplify substantially the constructions related to possible models of HF gravity which can transform in the quasi-classical limit into the HL or/and GR theories.
Using the canonical d-connection 1-form of type (17) 
see details in [34, 33] , where the formulas for all coefficients are given in explicit form. The Ricci d-tensor Ric = { R αβ } is defined by contracting respectively the components of curvature tensor,
The scalar curvature of H D is constructed by using the inverse to g (14) ,
whereŘ = g ij R ij andŠ = h ab R ab are respectively the h-and v-components of scalar curvature. The Einstein tensor for H D is, by definition,
We can postulate the gravitational field equation for the HF gravity on T V in the form
for arbitrary sources Υ βδ which can be, as a matter of principle, defined as certain lifts of energy-momentum tensors of matter fields in HL, or GR, theory. It should be emphasized here that the solutions of equations (25), for "projections" T V → V, in general, do not transform trivially into solutions of HL gravity with action (3). Certain warped/trapping scenarios can be constructed in such a form that nonholonomic deformations of exact solution in HF brane gravity are, in general, non-explicitly related to solutions in HL gravity. This is a consequence of nontrivial nonholonomic structure and generic nonlinear character of such locally anisotropic gravitational systems.
Magic splitting of gravitational HF filed equations
The gravitational field equations in HF gravity can be integrated in very general forms on T V following the anholonomic deformation method summarized in Refs. [50, 51, 52] (necessary "velocity" type coordinated should be treated as certain "extra" dimension to two/four dimensional base space ones). The bulk of such solutions do not have obvious implications in modern physics. For simplicity, in this work we shall use a more restricted class of exact solutions in HF gravity which seem to be related to models of Finsler branes.
We parametrize the metric (14) in a form with three "shell" anisotropy (with a nonholonomic splitting 2+2 and 2+2+2),
for local x = {x i }, 0 y = {y 0 a }, 1 y = {y 1 a }, 2 y = {y 2 a }; the vertical indices and coordinates split in the form y = [ 0 y, 1 y,
There is a "less" general ansatz of type (26) (with Killing symmetry on y 8 , when the metric coefficients do not depend on variable y 8 ; it is convenient to write y 3 = 0 v, y 5 = 1 v, y 7 = 2 v and express the N -coefficients via n-and w-functions)
The HF gravitational field equations (25) for the canonical d-connection D can be solved in general forms for ansatz (27) and sources parametrized with respect N-adapted frames in the form
when the coefficients are subjected to algebraic conditions (for vanishing Ncoefficients, containing respectively the functions (A.2) determining sources in the gravitational field equations)
Introducing the coefficients of metric (27) into the formulas for d-connection (20) after tedious calculations (see details in [50, 51] )) we obtain
where certain differential derivatives are denoted in the form a • = ∂a/∂x 1 , a ′ = ∂a/∂x 2 , a * = ∂a/∂y 3 , and (extra to 4-d "shell" equations)
,
where partial derivatives, for instance, are
The above system of equations is a generic nonlinear one with partial derivatives. Surprisingly, the existing separation of equations (we should not confuse with separation of variables which is a different property) allows us to construct very general classes of exact solutions (depending on the conditions if certain partial derivatives are zero, or not), see detailed analysis, discussions possible applications in modern gravity and cosmology in [51, 34, 33] .
Let us explain using the set of equations (30)- (33) the property of separation of equations for ansatz of type (27) . For a HL model with given matter fields on V, we construct the energy momentum tensor T ij . We can consider a nonholonomic lift on T V such way organized that the resulting in
(using corresponding noholonomic distributions and transforms, various types of physically motivated energy-momentum tensors can be parametrized in such a diagonal form with respect to N-adapted frames). Taking the value Υ 2 (x k ), we can define g 1 (x k ) (or, inversely, g 2 (x k )) for a given g 2 (x k ) (or, inversely, g 1 (x k )) as an explicit, or non-explicit, solution of (30) by integrating two times on h-variables. Similarly, for a given Υ 4 (x k , y 3 ), we solve (31) by integrating one time on y 3 and defining h 3 (x k , y 3 ) for a given h 4 (x k , y 3 ) (or, inversely, by integrating two times on y 3 and defining h 4 (x k , y 3 ) for a given h 3 (x k , y 3 )). After we determined the values g i (x k ) and h 0 a (x k , y 3 ), we can compute the coefficients of N-connection: The functions w j (x k , y 3 ) are solutions of algebraic equations (32) . Integrating two times on y 3 , we find n j (x k , y 3 ). The general solutions depend on integration functions depending on coordinates x k . For physical considerations, we have to consider well defined boundary conditions for such integration functions.
Finsler Branes and Trapping to HL and GR
In this section, we analyze brane models when the 4-d Horava-Lifshitz theory is embedded into 8-d Finsler spaces with non-factorizable velocity type coordinates (experimentally, the light velocity is finite). We shall adapt to nonholonomic and/or scale anisotropic configurations some ideas and methods from Refs. [35, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71] when various trapping/localizing mechanisms for various spins (0, 1/2, 1, 2) on the 4-d brane/ observable spacetime were analyzed.
We have to consider warped Finsler geometries and analyze trapping mechanisms because there are not experimental data for Finsler like metrics depending on coordinates and velocities. Such dependencies can be always derived in various isotropic and anisotropic QG models with nonlinear dispersions. We expectations that brane trapping effects may allow us to detect QG and LV effects experimentally even at scales much large than the Planck one. On Finsler branes, we can consider that gravitons are allowed to propagate in the bulk of a Finsler spacetime with dependence of geometric/physical objects on velocity/ momentum coordinates.
An ansatz for generating HF-brane solutions
For constructing brane solutions in EFG, we use the ansatz for a class of metrics which via frame transform can be parametrized in the form
+ ( for nontrivial N-connection coefficients
;
The local coordinates in the above ansatz (35) are labelled in the form
We can include solutions of HL gravity into (35) vial polarization η-functions when
where "primary" data [
are defined for a solution of gravitational field equations derived from HL action (3), and gravitational polarizations η i , η a , η b i should be defined from the condition that the "target" data [g i , h a , w i , n i ] determine solutions of the system (30)- (33) ; the nontrivial [N 5 α , N 6 α , N 7 1 α , N 8 1 α , h 5 , h 6 , h 7 , h 8 ] should be constructed as solutions of the system (34). For instance, we can take that some values with • are correspondingly given by solutions on extremal spherical and rotating black holes of Hořava gravity [72] and derive generic off-diagonal generalizations, for instance, with ellipsoidal configurations like we considered in Refs. [44, 41, 42] .
The purpose of this section is to construct and analyze physical implications of solutions of equations (25) and, in particular, (30)-(34) defined by ansatz (35) with, respectively, trivial and non-trivial N-connection coefficients (36) . The diagonal scenario from HF to GR is outlined in brief in Appendix in a form very similar that for the diagonal transition from EFG to GR in Ref. [35] . In this work, we use the canonical d-connection instead of the Cartan d-connection.
Finsler brane solutions
One of the main goals of this work is to elaborate trapping scenarios for "true" Finsler like configurations with positively nontrivial N-connections as solutions of nonolonomic gravitational equations (25) . The priority of such generic off-diagonal solutions is that they allows us to distinguish the QG phenomenology and effects with LV of (pseudo) Finsler type from that described by (pseudo) Riemannian ones (following analysis from Introduction section the last variant is less natural with very special types of nonlinear dispersions which must result in vanishing N-connection structures).
Separation of equations in HF models of brane gravity
We consider an ansatz (35) multiplied to φ 2 (y 5 ) and with non-trivial Nconnection coefficients (36) and respective η-polarizations. We define the conditions when the coefficients generate exact solutions of (25)for general sources of type (29) and (A.2). For such ansatz, the system of equations in HF gravity (30)- (34) 
and the solutions for N-connection coefficients,
Exact solutions for HF brane models
The system of partial derivative equations (37) and (38) is with separation of equations. It can be integrated in general form:
and, for N-connection coefficients,
The above presented classes of solutions with nonzero h * 3 , h * 4 , ∂ y 5 h 5 , ∂ y 5 h 6 , ∂ y 7 h 7 , ∂ y 7 h 8 are determined by generating functions φ(x i , v), φ * = 0; 1 φ(x i , y 5 ), ∂ y 5 1 φ = 0, 2 φ(x i , y 5 , y 7 ), ∂ y 7 2 φ = 0, and integration func-
. In order to construct explicit solutions, we have to chose and/or fix such functions following additional assumptions on symmetry of solutions, boundary conditions etc. The coefficients (39) and (40) can be additionally constrained if we wont to construct solutions for the Levi-Civita connection on T V. By straightforward computations (see details in [50, 51, 52] ), we can verify that all torsion coefficients (19) vanish if
Such conditions can be satisfied by imposing certain constraints on the considered classes of generating and integration functions. This class of generic off-diagonal solutions are important if we wont to construct trapping configurations from the HF brane gravity to GR on V, when the conditions (4) are imposed.
Remarks on (non) diagonal HF brane solutions on T V
The above solutions in HF gravity are still very general. It is not clear what physical meaning they may have and we must impose additional restrictions on some coefficients of metrics and sources in order to construct in explicit form certain Finsler brane configurations resulting in HL, or GR, theories and model a trapping mechanism with generic off-diagonal metrics.
There is a class of sources in HF gravity when for trivial N-connection coefficients (i.e. for zero values (36)) the sources Υ 2 β 2 δ (28) transform into data (which in the diagonal limit we get sources for the gravitational equations for the Levi-Civita connection labeled with a left low bar) Υ 
where the generating functions are parametrized in such a form that φ 2 (y 5 ) and h 5 (y 5 ) are those for diagonal metrics and q h 5 , q h 6 , q h 7 , q h 8 are computed following formulas (39) and (40). This class of off-diagonal metrics are parametrized in the form 
Such off-diagonal parameterizations of metrics where considered in [35] but the coefficients of the metric and N-connection where computed there for a different d-connection (for the Cartan d-connection). Any solution of type (41) describes an off-diagonal canonical nonholonomic trapping for 8-d (respectively, for corresponding classes of generating and integration functions, 5-, 6-, 7-d) to 4-d modifications of HL and/or GR with some corrections depending on bulk Finsler "fluctuations" and LV effects. There is a class of sources when for vanishing N-connection coefficients (42) we get diagonal metrics of type (35) , considered in Appendix, but multiplied to a conformal factor φ 2 (y 5 ) when the h-coefficients are solutions of equations of type (37) .
With respect to local coordinate cobase du 2 α = (dx i , dy a , dy 1 a , dy 2 a ) a solution (41) is parametrized by an off-diagonal matrix
where possible observable Finsler brane and LV contributions are distinguished by terms proportional to ( * l P ) 2 in
As a matter of principle, it is possible to distinguish experimentally some generic off-diagonal metrics in Finsler geometry from certain diagonal configurations of type (A.1) with Levi-Civita connection on T V. Let us discuss and compare the above Finsler brane off-diagonal solutions constructed above and those studied in Ref. [35] . The formulas for coefficients (39) and (40) computed (in this work) for the canonical dconnection describe an off-diagonal brane extension to a Finsler spacetime from the HL gravity with scaling anisotropy (we proved that there is a trapping mechanism encoded into such solutions relating HF and HL gravity models). For Finsler branes induced from a QG models with LV, based on "nonrenormalizable" GR (which we studied in the just mentioned our paper) the trapping scenario was modelled by the Cartan d-connection on a Finsler brane and the resulting configuration was certain one in "locally isotropic" GR theory.
Discussion and Conclusions
Summarizing the results of this paper (see also a series of partner works [34, 35, 45, 37] ), we conclude that there are at least nine substantial arguments to consider that Finsler geometry and related geometric methods are of crucial importance in modern classical and quantum gravity, particle physics, cosmology and modifications:
1. The bulk of models of quantum gravity (QG) and related phenomenology are with Lorentz violation (LV) being characterized by corresponding modified dispersion relations (MDR). In its turn, such a MDR determines naturally a fundamental/generating Finsler function on (co) tangent space. This QG-LV-MDR-Finsler geometry scheme works for various models of QG with limits to, or warped/trapped, configurations derived in (super) string/ brane/ noncommutative/ analogous gravity/ gauge gravity etc theories. The Hořava-Lifshitz (HL) theory with scaling anisotropy and MDR can be included into such a generalized Finsler gravity scheme.
2. Locally anisotropic structures and Finsler geometries are considered in analogous gravity, geometric mechanics and various models of condensed matter physics; certain important ideas and methods from physics of phase transitions are exploited in modern QG and phenomenology.
3. The ideas on restricted special relativity, scenarios with LV, modified/ generalized Lorentz symmetries have straightforward relations to some special models of Finsler geometry, anisotropic symmetries and corresponding local/global transformation laws.
4. There are certain ideas and explicit constructions suggesting that various problems related to dark energy and dark matter physics, accelerating Universes, anisotropies etc can be cured by modifying the pseudo-Riemannian/ Lorentzian spacetime paradigm to (pseudo) Finsler spacetimes and generalizations.
5. Finsler like geometries are "canonically" generated/ induced as exact solutions of nonholonomic Ricci flows of (pseudo) Riemannian metrics, and for various evolution scenarios with noncommutative and/or nonsymmetric metrics, gravitational diffusion and stochastic processes, fractional derivatives and/or fractional dimensions, memory and selforganization etc.
6. Noncommutative generalizations of gravity theories can be modelled equivalently as complex Finsler like geometries.
7. Finsler configurations can be derived as exact solutions of gravitational field equations in GR, string, brane, gauge gravity theories.
8. Finsler geometry methods happen to be very efficient in elaborating a new geometric method (the so-called anholonomic deformation method) of constructing exact solutions in gravity, even for the general relativity (GR) theory. Such an approach allows us to generate very general classes of exact solutions of Einstein equations and generalizations (with generic off-diagonal metrics, linear and nonlinear connections and nonholonomic frame coefficients depending generally on all coordinates etc). Constraining nonholonomically certain general integral varieties of solutions with generalized connections, we obtain subvarieties for the Levi-Civita connections in GR. Such a method of constructing exact solutions can be applied in HL gravity.
9. Re-writing the Einstein gravity and/or certain generalizations in canonical Finsler variables, and then using almost Kähler equivalents, we can quantize various types of gravity theories using methods of deformation quantization, A-brane approach, nonholonomic canonical quantization etc. It seems that it is possible to renormalize gravity using the so-called bi-connection formalism and/or HL approach.
Following the above mentioned reasons, we consider that HL gravity should be extended in a form encoding also the physics of MDR, nonholonomic configurations and anisotropic configurations. In explicit form, we elaborated a model of Hořava-Finsler (HF) gravity following generalized relativity principles [34, 37, 33, 36] . We used metric compatible distinguished connections from Finsler geometry which allows us to formulate and study classical and quantum models following standard approaches with spinors, Dirac operators and vielbeins, metrics and connections as in GR but adapted to nonholonomic structures, in our approach, to nonlinear connections (Nconnection).
The HF gravity theory is canonically formulated on tangent bundle. From a formal point of view, it is generally integrable and can be quantized/renormalized following standard methods. There are many open issues regarding HL and HF gravity models. Here, we emphasize the following. A sensible problem to be solved is that why classical limits do not contain anisotropies and dependencies on velocity/momentum type coordinates. In explicit form, we can apply certain ideas and methods from brane gravity which was studied intensively during last twelve years beginning Gogberashvili and Rundal-Sundrum works. Nevertheless, for Finsler branes and HF gravity, such constructions can not be applied in a straightforward form. Possible warping, trapping, compactification etc scenarios for Finsler spaces should encode, in general, a nontrivial N-connection structure. Technically, to construct such HF brane exact solutions with generic off-diagonal metrics is a very difficult task. One of the main results of this work is that we were able to solve and analyze such off-diagonal locally anisotropic trapping scenario from HF to HL and/or GR theories. Such a nonholonomic gravitational dynamics encode also in general form various types of MDR, parametric dependencies, possible generalized symmetries etc.
The length of this paper does not allow us to address the question of stability of Finsler brane solutions. In general, stable configurations can be constructed for diagonal solutions which survive for nonholonomically constrained off-diagonal ones (proofs are similar to those for extra dimensional brane solutions; we plan to study the problem in details in our further works). Hopeful, future work will concern various topics from QG with LV and Finser geometry methods and possible applications in modern cosmology and astrophysics. In the above formulas we consider a as an integration constant and the width of brane is ǫ, with some fixed integration parameters when For Finsler branes, the width ǫ 2 = 40M 4 /3Λ is with extra velocity type coordinates and certain constants are related to * l P .
For the considered diagonal ansatz, the coefficients of the canonical dconnection are the same as for the for the Levi-Civita connection when 
